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Abstract

Purpose

To assess the agreement and repeatability of horizontal visible iris diameter (HVID) or

white-to-white (WTW) measurements between four imaging modalities; combination slit

scanning elevation/Placido tomography, infrared biometry, dual rotating scheimpflug cam-

era/Placido tomography, and swept source anterior segment optical coherence tomography

(AS-OCT).

Methods

A prospective study of 35 right eyes of healthy volunteers were evaluated using the Orbscan

IIz, IOL Master 700, Galilei G2, and DRI Triton OCT devices. The inter-device agreement

and repeatability of HVID/WTW measurements for each device were analysed.

Results

Mean HVID/WTW values obtained by the Orbscan IIz, IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and DRI

Triton OCT were 11.77 ± 0.40 mm, 12.40 ± 0.43 mm, 12.25 ± 0.42 mm, and 12.42 ± 0.47

mm, respectively. All pairwise comparisons revealed statistically significant differences in

mean HVID/WTW measurements (p = <0.01) except for the IOL Master 700—DRI OCT Tri-

ton pair (p = 0.56). Mean differences showed that the DRI Triton OCT produced the highest

HVID/WTW values, followed by the IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and Orbscan IIz, respec-

tively. The limits of agreement were large on all device pairs. There was high repeatability

for all devices (ICC� 0.980). The highest repeatability was seen in the Galilei G2 (ICC =

0.995) and lowest in the Orbscan IIz (ICC = 0.980).
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Conclusions

The four devices exhibit high repeatability, but should not be used interchangeably for

HVID/WTW measurements in clinical practice.

Introduction

The horizontal visible iris diameter (HVID) or white-to-white (WTW) measurement is

defined as the horizontal visible extent of the iris. The HVID/WTW measurement is used in

contact lens fitting, intraocular lens power calculation, diagnosis of various corneal diseases

(e.g. megalocornea) and in the monitoring of buphthalmos in childhood glaucoma [1].

Accurate estimation of horizontal internal anterior chamber diameter (HIACD) is also cru-

cial when sizing angle supported anterior chamber intraocular lenses (ACIOL), as well as

phakic intraocular lenses (pIOL) such as the implantable collamer lens (ICL). Accurate sizing

of such implants can prevent postoperative complications such as endothelial cell loss, cataract

formation, chronic inflammation and raised intraocular pressure [2].

For contact lens fitting, the HVID generates the total diameter, optic zone diameter and the

peripheral curves necessary to ensure there is adequate limbal clearance with an even distribu-

tion of scleral pressure in large diameter designs [3]. The HVID is also an important compo-

nent of the sag calculation necessary to optimise the corneal clearance. Therefore repeatable

HVID measurements are of significant importance for contact lens fitting.

There are several techniques commonly used to measure the HVID/WTW distance. These

can be divided into manual techniques, for instance, surgical calipers, corneal gauges, or scales

in slit-lamp ocular rings, and automated techniques, such as ultrasonic biomicroscopy, ante-

rior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT), direct imaging techniques, or mag-

netic resonance imaging. Automated measurements have previously been shown to provide

more precise results than manual techniques [4].

Given the wide variety of techniques used to measure HVID/WTW distance, the clinical

significance of HVID/WTW measurement repeatability and inter-device agreement, and the

use of HVID/WTW as a proxy of horizontal internal anterior chamber diameter (HIACD),

the current study sought to investigate repeatability and inter-device agreement of HVID/

WTW measurements using the Orbscan IIz (slit-scanning corneal tomography), IOL Master

700 (infrared biometry), Galilei G2 (dual rotating scheimpflug camera/Placido tomography)

and DRI OCT Triton (swept source anterior segment optical coherence tomography).

Material and methods

Enrolment

This study enrolled 35 healthy participants aged 18 to 25. Participants were all students attend-

ing The University of Auckland Medical School and were recruited over a period of one week.

Exclusion criteria included a history of corneal abnormalities, active ocular pathology, previ-

ous ocular surgery, media opacity, poor corrected visual acuity and fixation instability. The

study was approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee

(approval number 022624). Informed consent was obtained from all participants after they

voiced understanding of the purpose and the procedures of the study in accordance with the

tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Acquisition

Participants were scanned using the Orbscan IIz (Bausch & Lomb, USA, version 3.12), IOL

Master 700 (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Germany, version 1.7), Galilei G2 (Zeimer Ophthalmic

Systems, Switzerland, version 6.1.3,) and the DRI OCT Triton (Topcon, USA, version 10.13)

in a random manner. All four devices were calibrated as per manufacturer recommendations

prior to beginning data collection.

Only the right eye of each participant was selected and subsequently scanned three times

thereby obtaining three good quality acquisitions by each device for each subject. All measure-

ments were conducted in a darkened room without the use of any eye drops. With their chins

on the chinrest, participants were asked to fixate on the target light and to blink completely

immediately prior to each measurement to allow for adequate tear-film coverage over the cor-

neal surface. They were then asked to open their eyes and hold for the duration of the scan to

minimise interference of the eyelids at the limbus.

The investigators checked the quality of each scan immediately after acquisition and only

scans of acceptable quality were included. The means of determining ‘acceptable quality’ was

dependent on the device used and the criteria provided by each device’s manufacturer. The

Orbscan IIz automatically and immediately discards measurements deemed to be of unaccept-

able quality. The Galilei G2 provides an overall quality score taking into account Scheimpflug/

Placido images, motion compensation, and motion distance, and scans were repeated until

three with acceptable overall quality scores were obtained [5]. Likewise, the IOL Master 700

provides an automated quality check for each component of the scan e.g. alignment. Scans

were repeated on the IOL Master 700 until three scans were obtained with acceptable quality

for all components of the scan. Anterior segment OCT images were reviewed by the same

experienced examiner, and those not capturing the widest HVID/WTW point or of poor qual-

ity were repeated until three subjectively acceptable scans were obtained. HIACD was then

measured manually using a digitally calibrated caliper between the vertexes of the two irido-

corneal angles at the horizontal meridian as previously described by Kohnen et al. [6]. In addi-

tion to the above in-built quality controls, topography images were inspected by the

investigator to detect erroneous measurements e.g. as result of lid interference, not detected by

the device. The HVID/WTW values for three consecutive high-quality scans were recorded for

each device.

Devices

All four devices determine HVID/WTW through different means. The Orbscan IIz uses both

Placido rings and slit scanning for topography measurements. One hundred and forty slit grey

scale images are captured in conjunction with the Placido disc image to automatically calculate

the HVID/WTW distance [7].

The IOL Master 700 captures the HVID/WTW from an infrared digital grey-scale photo-

graph of the anterior segment taken after focusing on the iris via automated detection of the

limbus, similar to the Orbscan IIz [4].

The Galilei G2 uses dual-scheimpflug camera tomography to visualise both the anterior and

posterior corneal surfaces. For HVID/WTW measurement the limbus is automatically fitted

with a best-fit-ellipse in reference to a top view image provided by a high definition camera.

The maximum length in the horizontal direction of the ellipse (not the long or short axis) is

taken as the naso-temporal limbus parameter [8].

The DRI OCT Triton device has a scanning wavelength of 1,050nm and with the anterior

segment attachment, high-resolution images of the anterior chamber to the periphery of the

cornea can be taken [9]. From these images an in-built digital caliper function can be used to
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measure the HIACD. Although the values obtained using DRI OCT Triton are HIACD mea-

surements, the values are referred to as HVID/WTW measurements throughout this paper for

simplicity and ease of reading.

Statistical analysis

SPSS 19.0 for Windows (SPSS, IBM, Chicago, Illinois, USA) and Microsoft Excel (version

16.20, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for statistical analysis. The Kol-

mogorov-Smirnov test for data normality was run and the results indicated that the data were

normally distributed. Repeatability for each device was assessed using within-subject standard

deviation (Sw), within-subject coefficient of variation (Cfvar), precision, repeatability (intra-

session test-retest variability), and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The Cfvar was

expressed as a percentage calculated by dividing Sw by the overall mean. As such, Cfvar is a

measure of the variation in measurements relative to the mean, indicative of the relative

amount of noise in the system, while Sw is an absolute measure of variation, indicative of the

overall variability of measurements. Highly repeatable devices have both a low Sw and Cfvar

(<1%). Precision, representing the difference between the true value and a subject’s measure-

ment, was calculated as 1.96 x Sw. Repeatability was calculated as 2.77 x Sw. ICC was calculated

as the ratio of the between-subject variance to the sum of the combined within-subject and

between-subject variance. A value of 1 would represent perfect agreement, and a value of 0

would represent no agreement.

For inter-device agreement, the method recommended by Bland and Altman, including the

Pearson correlation coefficient, was used [10]. The mean and the difference between the mea-

surements for all possible pairwise comparisons for the different devices were calculated and

plotted. The Bland-Altman analysis indicates if a fixed and proportional bias exists between

device pairs. A fixed bias indicates that the difference in measurements obtained by one device

is consistently higher or lower than the other device by a relatively constant amount. A propor-

tional bias indicates that the difference in measurements between a device pair has a linear

relationship and the difference in measurements is dependent on the magnitude of the mea-

surement. In addition to this, the following figures were calculated and represented on the

plots; mean difference, 95% confidence interval of the average difference, and 95% limits of

agreement (LoA). The LoA were calculated as mean difference ± 1.96 standard deviations

(SD). A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Assessment of similar

investigations of agreement of HVID/WTW in different devices revealed that the mean differ-

ence between device pairs where a significant difference was detected ranged from 0.33mm–

0.51mm with standard deviations ranging from 0.11 mm– 0.78 mm [2,7,11]. A sample calcula-

tion to distinguish a mean difference of 0.30 mm with a standard deviation of 0.50 mm at a sig-

nificance level of 0.05 and power of 80% revealed that minimum sample size of 34 eyes were

required for agreement and, a minimum of 32 eyes were required for repeatability to produce

a confidence limit of 20% of Sw.

Results

Thirty-five right eyes (21 female) were assessed and included in the analysis. There were no

signs of corneal disease evident on computerised corneal tomography for any participants.

The mean age of participants was 22.9 ± 1.57 years.

Repeatability of HVID/WTW measurements

The repeatability parameters for the HVID/WTW measurements in each device are summa-

rised in Table 1. The Galilei exhibited the highest Sw, Cfvar and ICC while the Orbscan IIz
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exhibited the lowest Sw, Cfvar and ICC. Overall, repeatability was high with ICC� 0.980 for

all devices.

Agreement of HVID/WTW measurement between devices

Agreement parameters are summarised in Table 2. All pairwise comparisons revealed statisti-

cally significant differences in mean HVID/WTW measurement as calculated using a one-

sample T-test on SPSS 19.0 (p<0.001) except for the IOL Master 700—DRI OCT Triton pair

(p = 0.56).

Bland-Altman plots for agreement of HVID/WTW measurements are shown in Fig 1. The

95% LoA was smallest between IOL Master 700 and Galilei G2 and largest between IOL Master

700 and DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT.

Discussion

This study examined the inter-device agreement and repeatability of HVID/WTW measure-

ments using 4 widely used instruments, the Orbscan IIz, IOL Master 700, Galilei G2, and DRI

Triton OCT. All devices exhibited high repeatability, but all pairwise comparisons revealed sta-

tistically significant differences in mean HVID/WTW measurement except for the IOL Master

700—DRI OCT Triton pair.

WTW measurements have widespread applications in ophthalmology and optometry.

Most modern IOL formulae, including the Barrett Universal II formula, which has been

shown to achieve superior refractive outcomes post-operatively [12–14], utilise WTW mea-

surements in their calculations. WTW measurements are also crucial for accurate sizing of

implantable contact lenses (ICL) as it serves as a surrogate for sulcus diameter. Underestima-

tion may result in a low vault and early cataract formation, whereas overestimation may drive

an increase in intraocular pressure and cause pupillary block and secondary glaucoma. The

Table 1. Intra-observer repeatability of white-to-white/horizontal internal anterior chamber diameter in control subjects using the Orbscan IIz, IOL Master 700,

Galilei G2 and DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT.

Device Mean ± SD (mm) Within-Subject SD Precision Repeatability Cfvar (%) ICC

Orbscan IIz 11.77 ± 0.40 (11.37–12.17) 0.071 0.139 0.197 0.609 0.980

IOL Master 700 12.40 ± 0.43 (11.97–12.82) 0.053 0.104 0.146 0.428 0.990

Galilei G2 12.25 ± 0.42 (11.83–12.67) 0.032 0.063 0.089 0.264 0.995

DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT 12.42 ± 0.47 (11.95–12.89) 0.056 0.110 0.155 0.452 0.993

SD = standard deviation; Cfvar = coefficient of variation; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254832.t001

Table 2. Agreement of white-to-white/horizontal internal anterior chamber diameter between the Orbscan IIz, IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and DRI OCT Triton

Anterior OCT.

Agreement Mean Difference (mm) ± SD Significance (2 tailed) Fixed Bias Proportional Bias 95% LoA

Orbscan IIz-IOL Master 700 -0.628 ± 0.147 <0.001 Yes No -0.917 to -0.339

Orbscan IIz-Galilei G2 -0.481 ± 0.110 <0.001 Yes No -0.695 to -0.266

Orbscan IIz- DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT -0.652 ± 0.187 <0.001 Yes No -1.018 to -0.286

IOL Master 700 –Galilei G2 0.147 ± 0.108 <0.001 Yes No -0.064 to 0.358

IOL Master 700- DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT -0.024 ± 0.247 0.562 No No -0.508 to 0.459

Galilei G2 –DRI OCT Triton Anterior OCT -0.171 ± 0.191 <0.001 Yes No -0.545 to 0.202

SD = standard deviation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254832.t002
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food and drug administration (FDA) study reported that explantation of ICLs due to inaccu-

rate sizing is a rare phenomenon (<0.8%) [15], however one study revealed that 70% of

explanted ICLs are secondary to inaccurate sizing [16]. Considering that these lenses are sized

to the nearest 0.50 mm, it has been suggested that a difference equal to or more than 0.50 mm

in the WTW distance is clinically significant [15] Whilst there is no current gold standard

method for WTW measurements, the ICL lens sizing protocol originally approved by the

United States FDA in 2005 requires adding 0.5mm to the horizontal white-to-white measure-

ment obtained using calipers at a slit lamp or using the Orbscan unit [15]. This method of

determining the ICL size relies on the assumption that there is a correlation between the

white-to-white distances and the sulcus iridociliaris [17,18]. This has led to many surgeons

relying upon Orbscan derived WTW measurements for ICL surgery as automated methods

rather than caliper use have been reported to have reduced inter-operator variability and

greater accuracy [4]. As such, when we compare the IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and DRI OCT

Triton to the Orbscan IIz, we note that all three devices produce a larger measurement of

WTW/HIACD than the Orbscan IIz with a fixed bias only. The bias was negative with the

lower limit of the 95% LoA being as low as -1.018 mm, indicating that most devices may pro-

duce a lower HVID/WTW measurement leading to calculations that can produce oversized

Fig 1. Bland-Altman plots for horizontal visible iris diameter (HVID)/white-to-white(WTW) measurements between

device pairs (mm). Solid lines show the mean of the difference between the 2 devices while dotted lines represent 95%

limits of agreement.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254832.g001
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ICLs. Since the IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and DRI OCT Triton are all highly repeatable, with

the Galilei G2 being most repeatable, all three devices can be used in calculations of ICL size,

however, the agreement with Orbscan IIz results indicate that compensation may be required

when calculating ICL size pre-operatively.

As well as these surgical implications, WTW measurement is important in the diagnosis

and monitoring of various corneal diseases [1]. Over the last decade, increasing interest in

scleral lens designs have resurfaced and the most important consideration when designing

these lenses is the diameter—all curvatures and power are based around this parameter. Thus

the importance of revisiting the forgotten HVID is warranted.

The corneal scleral limbus is histologically complex and the interface of the transition

points between sclera and cornea do not align exactly in a superficial to deep fashion. There-

fore, several definitions of the histological and clinical limbus have been proposed. The clinical

definition continues to rely on identifying the inner limit of the blue-grey ring of the cornea

(ie the HVID/WTW) and clinically labelling the limbus as a 1.5 to 2.0mm band of tissue sur-

rounding this.

The indeterminate nature of the corneal blue-grey ring makes the HVID/WTW an inher-

ently subjective measurement. Various studies have reported HVID/WTW measurements in

normal individuals using a variety of devices [6,19–21]. Although HVID/WTW distance can

be measured manually using calipers [4,20], automated devices which typically detect the cor-

neal limbus by comparing grey-scale steps [22], have been shown to provide a more precise

and reliable reading [3].

This study sought to examine the repeatability and agreement of automated HVID/WTW

measurements using the Orbscan IIz, IOL Master 700 and Galilei G2, as well as manual

HIACD measurements on the DRI OCT Triton device, in healthy eyes.

The results show a high level of repeatability in all four devices, with Galilei G2 demonstrat-

ing the highest level of repeatability and Orbscan IIz the lowest. All pairwise comparisons

revealed statistically significant differences in mean HVID/WTW measurement except for the

IOL Master 700- DRI OCT Triton pair. The DRI OCT Triton measured the largest HVID/

WTW values, followed by IOL Master 700, Galilei G2 and Orbscan IIz respectively. On average

DRI OCT Triton showed values approximately 0.02mm above the IOL Master 700, 0.17mm

above Galilei G2 and 0.65mm above Orbscan IIz. Orbscan IIz measured the lowest values by a

significant margin which is in keeping with previous studies [22]. The results reveal a fixed

bias between all device pairs except the IOL Master 700- DRI OCT Triton pair, and no propor-

tional bias between any device pairs.

Bland-Altman plots showed wide LoA for all pairwise comparisons. The widest range of

LoA was obtained for the comparison between the IOL Master 700 and DRI OCT Triton

devices. Although IOL Master 700 and DRI OCT Triton showed the highest level of agree-

ment, the wide LoA of this device pair and the significant variation in measured HVID/WTW

distance as seen on the Bland Altman plot indicates that for some eyes the measurements had

poor agreement.

These findings, together with the fixed bias apparent between the other pairwise compari-

sons, suggest that HVID/WTW measurements cannot be used interchangeably between

devices. Care should therefore be taken if one device is replaced with another or when multiple

devices are used to take measurements. Overall, the differences between these devices are most

likely related to the way they each define the limbus, and their different methodologies, optical

principles and light sources, namely the brightness of the light source used in each device [23].

In addition to this, the level at which each device determines whether a scan is of acceptable

quality may be a contributing factor as scan quality is likely to influence accuracy of measure-

ment. Furthermore, although participants were instructed to blink before each scan, varying
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acquisition times with each device may have led to various degrees of artefact from tear evapo-

ration, corneal irregularity, or head tilt, all of which may influence HVID/WTW

measurement.

The DRI OCT Triton should technically produce a better HIACD measurement than the

other devices given it visualises the anterior chamber directly rather than using the cornea/lim-

bus to obtain its measurement. Given the lack of a statistically significant difference in mean

HVID/WTW measurement for the IOL Master 700, and mean HIACD measured by DRI

OCT Triton, it may be that HVID/WTW measurements obtained using IOL Master 700 corre-

late with HIACD measurements more closely than HVID/WTW measurements using the

Orbscan IIz or Galilei G2. However differences between the IOL Master 700 measurements

and the DRI OCT Triton measurements may have been masked by averaging out of extreme

values and the small sample size of our study. Kohnen et al. compared HVID/WTW measure-

ments using IOL Master and Orbscan IIz with HIACD measurements from Visante OCT

(Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Germany) and reported that HIACD measurements were 0.36mm

larger than the mean IOL Master HVID/WTW measurements and 0.68mm larger than those

obtained by the Orbscan IIz [6].

All three devices which measured HVID/WTW distance exhibited smaller mean values

than the mean HIACD values from DRI Triton OCT. This may reflect the innate subjectivity

of anterior OCT derived HVID/WTW measurements, which is investigator dependent in

terms of both alignment of the scan at the widest horizontal HVID/WTW distance and then in

the actual use of the digital calipers in which the investigator defines the angle. This subjectiv-

ity, as well as the learning curve associated with anterior OCT use, mean that no gold standard

method for measuring HIACD is currently available.

Dominguez-Vicent et al. completed a study examining HVID/WTW interchangeability

between five devices. The group reported comparable measurements between IOL Master 500

and Orbscan II. They concluded that Orbscan II and IOL Master 500 can be used interchange-

ably to measure HIACD [11]. This conflicts with our findings which imply Orbscan IIz and

IOL Master 700 should not be used interchangeably. This could be a result of variability

between IOL Master 700 and IOL Master 500 as a -0.101 mm difference in HVID/WTW mea-

surement between the two devices has previously been reported [24].

It is important to note that a previous study comparing OA-2000 (an optical biometer and

topography-keratometer) and IOL Master 500 in keratometry, axial length, anterior chamber

depth, and HVID/WTW diameter, reported strong agreement between the two devices for

almost all biometric measurements, except for the HVID/WTW diameter [25]. This could

reflect an innate variability in assessing HVID/WTW diameter compared to other

measurements.

This study has several limitations. The participants included were young, healthy individu-

als and it is possible that results may differ in corneal pathology such as scarring, arcus, kerato-

conus and also elderly patients or patients following intraocular surgery. Other potential

limitations include a small sample size and the lack of refractive error assessment of partici-

pants, however previous studies have shown WTW measurements are directly correlated with

spherical equivalent due to the role of corneal radius of curvature in different types of refrac-

tive error [26].

Conclusion

HVID/WTW measurements cannot be used interchangeably between the studied devices in

healthy eyes. There are differences in repeatability of measurements taken in all four devices,

with the Orbscan IIz showing the lowest repeatability and the Galilei G2 the highest. The
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clinical importance of accurate measurement for large diameter contact lens fitting, refractive

surgical planning, diagnosis and monitoring of corneal disease/paediatric glaucoma mean that

caution should be exercised when using multiple devices concurrently or when replacing one

device with another.
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